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Abstract. MathPlayer is a plug-in to Microsoft Internet Explorer (IE)  
and Adobe Acrobat/Reader that renders MathML visually and converts it to 
textual speech strings. The version under development has a unique architecture 
that allows multiple styles of speech, easy internationalization/localization,  
and the generation of a user interface that allows user customization of the words 
spoken based upon external rule files. It includes many other accessibility 
features such as individual magnification of expressions, synchronized 
highlighting of text and speech, and conversion to Braille math codes. 
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1   Introduction 

Access to mathematics for people with print disabilities (blindness, low vision, and 
vision related learning disabilities) has been growing over the last few years. Much of 
the work that has made this possible is mentioned below. The focus of this paper is on 
MathPlayer and its design that leads to more flexible and customizable speech. 

Early work on math accessibility includes MathTalk [1], MAVIS [2], AsTeR [3], 
and TRIANGLE [4]. MathTalk was envisioned as a standalone product as was 
MAVIS, although MAVIS’s Nemeth Code Braille translation was integrated with 
Scientific Notebook. Raman’s seminal work on AsTeR spawned many ideas that are 
used today. AsTeR is built on top of EMACS and reads LaTeX documents. 
TRIANGLE uses a notation that is similar to TeX, but with special characters 
replacing TeX’s math commands. 

More recent work has involved MathML, the W3C’s recommended markup for 
including math in XML. Most mathematical software supports importing and/or 
exporting MathML. MathML enables the visual display of mathematical expressions 
and can also be used for computation, translated into speech, or translated into one of 
the many math Braille codes. Two larger accessibility projects that involve MathML 
are UMA [5] and Lambda [6]. Both projects have a strong focus on two-way 
translation between MathML and multiple Braille math codes. They also include 
some standalone software (e.g., MathGenie [7]) for voicing, navigating, and/or 
translating math to Braille. All of the above work is self-voicing and is not integrated 
with assistive technology (AT). 
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Fig. 1. IE+MathPlayer w/Highlighting & MathZoom. 

2   MathPlayer Accessibility Features 

2.1   Previous MathPlayer Work 

Beginning with version 2.0, MathPlayer added support for accessibility. MathPlayer 
2.0 did not contain any research breakthroughs, but it did contain a major usability 
breakthrough: MathPlayer was the first math application to integrate with screen 
readers (JAWS, Window-Eyes, …), magnifiers (ZoomText, MAGic, …), and learning 
disability tools (TextHELP, …) to allow those applications to seamlessly speak math 
within the document. The goal is to allow people to continue to use tools that they are 
already familiar with such as JAWS and Internet Explorer, and not require them to 
use a different browser or PDF reader simply because the document they are reading 
contains mathematical expressions. 

MathPlayer integrates with AT through its implementation of the MSAA interface 
on Windows and through private interfaces that provide additional functionality. A 
screenshot of MathPlayer displaying part of an algebra textbook is shown in Figure 1. 
In that figure, the quadratic equation was enlarged by clicking on the equation so that 
the superscript is more readable. 

Version 2.1 was released in the fall of 2007. Among its new features was support 
for synchronized highlighting of text and speech (see “2” in superscript in the first 
equation in Figure 1). Synchronized highlighting is widely used for text by learning 
disability software and by high end screen magnifiers. TextHELP incorporated 
MathPlayer’s support into their Read&Write Gold product and both products were the  
subject of the project SMART pilot study [8] to see if they were effective learning 
aids for students with learning disabilities such as dyslexia and attention deficit 
disorder. The results of the study were quite positive: students experienced increased 
comprehension and enjoyment of algebra.  

In the twelve months since the MathPlayer 2.1 release in September 2007, over one 
million expressions were read by AT using IE+MathPlayer. While this is small 
compared to the 180 million expressions viewed in that same period using 
MathPlayer, it demonstrates that MathPlayer’s accessibility features are being used. 
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2.2   Current Work 

MathPlayer 3 has been under development for two years. This new version contains 
several novel features. In the new version, the speech rules are not hard-coded into the 
program. Instead, rules are read at runtime that define the speech. The details of how 
this works are discussed in the next section. One result of using external rules is that it 
is easy for people outside of Design Science to add translations for other languages or 
to add new rules. Translations exist or are in progress for Spanish, Italian, Greek, 
German, Swedish, Dutch, Czech, Bulgarian, Chinese, and Japanese. 

A significant new feature is that users can customize the words used to speak an 
expression. They can also turn on or off special case rules for speech. A customizable 
user interface (CUI) is generated from the external rules, so that when new rules are 
added or the rules are internationalized, the CUI changes accordingly. Figure 2 shows 
the user interface generated from the default set of rules. The tabs and their names, the 
examples, and the speech strings, etc., all come from the external rules. 

 

 
Fig. 2. UI Generated from Rules 
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The CUI is currently implemented as an HTML webpage, with input elements that 
a user can modify to change the speech. Checkboxes allow a user to enable/disable a 
rule – enabling/disabling a rule might affect the speech strings used in the examples, 
so these examples need to be updated accordingly when a checkbox value changes. 
All of the changes can be saved. Saving the changes writes out a new set of rules 
(some of which may be disabled) which can be used for speech. Since these rules are 
in exactly the same format as the original rules, they too can be used to generate a 
customizable UI for further changes. 

Compared with Version 2.1, Version 3 has many more rules and covers more areas 
of speech. For example, there are rules for speaking monetary amounts, units of 
measurement (both English and SI), and rules for speaking numeric fractions more 
naturally (eg, “one half” instead of “one over two”). 

Another addition to MathPlayer is Braille math generation. The conversion is 
performed by third party MathML to Braille translators. Currently, two translators 
work with MathPlayer: liblious and UMCL.  

3   MathPlayer 3 Speech Generation 

MathPlayer 3’s speech generation architecture is unique in several ways. Version 3 
makes use of a pattern matcher to generate speech. The pattern matcher runs four sets 
of rules. The first pass starts with a MathML tree and the last pass generates a tree of 
strings which eventually are spoken by a text-to-speech (TTS) engine. The passes are: 

1. A canonicalization pass – this pass cleans up the MathML; 
2. A speech style pass – this starts with MathML and produces a tree with “UIWord” 

nodes (templates for the words to be spoken) and prosody command nodes;  
3. A speech localization pass – converts the UIWord nodes into actual strings of text; 
4. A TTS specialization pass – converts the prosody command nodes into appropriate 

command strings for a specified TTS engine.  

The output of each pass is the input of the following pass, and the output of the final 
pass is converted to a single string and given to the calling AT. 

The rule language and pattern matcher used is a Design Science proprietary 
language/matcher and is used in a number of Design Science products. It has both a 
bottom-up and top-down tree matcher, but mainly the top-down matcher is used. The 
top-down matcher is a simple recursive descent matcher that matches on the name of 
a tree node. Nodes can have attributes and children, and the matcher allows 
conditional tests on both the attribute and children values. 

3.1   Canonicalization Pass 

MathML can be written in many different ways. These rules attempt to rewrite the 
MathML into a single, canonical form of MathML. Examples of such rules are: 

• the elimination of redundant “mrow”s; 
• conversion of equivalent characters to a single character (eg, 0x02C9, 0x0304, 

0x0305 are converted to “_”); 
• grouping of mrows based on operator precedence. 
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Once a canonical version of the MathML exists, rules to generate speech need to only 
match a single pattern and not many different patterns; canonicalization greatly 
simplifies the task of writing speech rules. Canonicalization is useful for most pattern 
matching applications including presentation-to-content MathML transformations and 
searching mathematical expressions. Canonicalization is used by other systems 
including the Universal Math Access Library (UMCL). 

The canonicalization pass maps MathML to MathML. The current set of 
canonicalization rules need to be greatly expanded upon and tested against what is 
generated by many different MathML authoring tools. The current rules have mainly 
been tested against output from MathType and WebEQ. 

3.2   Speech Style Pass 

A unique feature of MathPlayer is its ability to generate different styles of speech. A 
speech style is a logical system for speaking an expression. MathPlayer’s default set 
of rules are called SimpleSpeech. SimpleSpeech minimizes the amount that is spoken 
while still being unambiguous. A second speech style, MathSpeak [9], is based on the 
Braille Nemeth code. It differs from SimpleSpeech in not just the words that are used, 
but in how expressions are described. 

SimpleSpeech minimizes the words used to say simple expressions like nx without 
bracketing “begin”/“end” phrases. Those phrases are used for disambiguation when 
the exponent, numerator, etc., are not a simple numbers or identifiers. For example, 
nx might be spoken as “x to the n” while 1nx + might be spoken as “x super n plus 1 

end super". In contrast, MathSpeak always uses the disambiguation phrases 
“superscript” and “end superscript”. More fundamentally, MathSpeak reflects Nemeth 
code’s requirement that the script level be stated whenever it changes. For example, 

12 1
nx + −  is spoken as “2 superscript x super superscript n superscript plus 1 baseline 

minus 1” in MathSpeak. The same expression in SimpleSpeech is “2 super x to the n 
plus 1 end super minus 1”. Based on user feedback, MathSpeak added a few special 

cases such as 2x being spoken as “x squared” instead of “x superscript 2 baseline” 
because they were faster and easier to understand. 

Both speech styles have terse and verbose variants for experts and novices. 
Typically, shorter words are used in terse mode (eg, “sup” vs “superscript”). Also, the 
terse mode assumes the listener has some context for the expressions so that details 
such as whether letters are capitalized or not are elided. 

Other math-to-speech programs “hard-code” the speech rules, with some providing 
a template for the words that are actually used. However, this limited customization 
approach does not allow multiple speech styles. It also causes problems for foreign 
languages such as Japanese and Chinese which speak the denominator before the 
numerator, and for languages which distinguish between feminine and masculine 
words. An example where this is important is how $41 is spoken in Spanish. 
Normally, 41 is spoken as “cuarenta y uno”. However, $41 is spoken as “cuarenta y 
un dólares”, where “un” instead of “uno” is used because it is followed by the word 
“dólares”. Speech engines such as Cepstral’s Spanish and Italian voices can speak 
numbers, but they do not adjust what they say based on the following word, so rules 
need to distinguish these cases. 
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The speech style rules start with MathML and produce an intermediate format that 
does not contain the words to spoken. Instead, they generate what is essentially a 
template; the exact words used are left to the next pass. An example of a rule that is 
used to match simple fractions is: 

// simple fractions get spoken like "x over y" 

mfrac ? ((name($0)=="mi" || name($0)=="mn") && 

         (name($1)=="mi" || name($1)=="mn")) => 

  structure($0, UIWord{ruleRef="RR_simpleFraction";}, $1); 

“mfrac” is the MathML element for fractions, and the expressions following the “?” 
are conditions on the match. In this example, the numerator (“$0”) must be an 
identifier or number (MathML elements “mi” or “mn”), as must the denominator 
(“$1”) for the match to be successful. If the match is successful, the numerator is 
matched, a UIWord node for ‘over’ is produced, and finally the denominator is 
matched. “UIWord” is explained in the next section. 

The general case for speaking fractions brackets the fraction with beginning, 
middle, and ending disambiguation phrases, and also generates speech 
synchronization points (bookmarks), pauses, pitch and rate changes, and any other 
prosody information that helps in understanding: 

// complicated fractions get spoken like 

//   "begin fraction x over y end fraction" 

mfrac => 

structure( 

bookmark{data=compute_bookmark(match.dfs,"Fraction",0); }, 

UIWord{ruleRef="RR_fraction"; wordRef="before";}, 

pause{ ms=80; }, 

$0, 

pause{ ms=200; }, 

UIWord{ruleRef="RR_fraction"; wordRef="middle";}, 

pause{ ms=100; }, 

$1, 

pause{ ms=80; }, 

bookmark, 

UIWord{ruleRef="RR_fraction"; wordRef="after";} 

); 

3.3   Speech Wording/Customization 

The third pass converts the UIWord nodes from the previous pass into the actual 
words to be spoken. Making this a separate pass has two main benefits: 
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1. versions localized to different countries can reuse the speech style rules; 
2. the CUI shown in Figure 2 can be generated from this file. 

Details about generating the CUI are in Section 3.6; some of the details of this pass 
are motivated by the need to generate the CUI.  

Most rules in this pass work on a “UIWord” node generated from the previous pass 
and convert it to a text string to use. For example, here is the corresponding rule for 
simple fractions: 

UIWord ? (ruleRef=="RR_simpleFraction") => 

 UIInput(string{text="over";}){ruleRef="RR_simpleFraction";}; 

The “ruleRef” attribute value links the rules from the previous pass to this pass and is 
also used to link these rules to templates for generating the CUI via UIInput. Some 
rules are a little more complicated because they deal with singular vs. plural forms of 
the word (“one third” vs “two thirds”, “meter” vs “meters”, etc). However, most rules 
in this pass are simple. 

The input to this pass is a tree with nodes that correspond to generic TTS 
commands (“pause”, “bookmark”, etc) along with “UIWord” nodes. The TTS nodes 
are passed along unchanged to the next pass and UIWord is converted to either strings 
or “UIInput” nodes. 

3.4   Text-to-Speech (TTS) Customization 

The final pass converts the generic TTS nodes for pauses, pitch changes, etc., created 
in the second and third phases into the TTS-specific commands strings. The supported 
TTS formats are plain text, SAPI4, SAPI5, and SSML. Adding other standards is 
relatively easy with the possible exception of forced pronunciation; the latter is hard 
because speech engine standards differ on how pronunciation is specified. 

Below is an example of a rule that produces pauses for an SSML TTS: 

 pause ? (::tts_type=="ssml") => 

      string{ text="<silence msec='"+match.ms+"'/>"; }; 

For plain text, pauses are mapped to “.” and “,” to add a small amount of prosody 
information. 

This pass also converts UIInput nodes. If the target of the rule transformation is a 
speech string, UIInput is transformed into its child, which is a string to speak. 
However, if the target is the CUI, then UIInput is turned into an HTML input 
element containing the text of the child and the TTS nodes are thrown out. 

Regardless of the target, the final result is a tree of strings. These strings are 
concatenated together to be the text string that is returned to the calling AT program 
or to be displayed on the screen in the case of the CUI. 

3.5   Conditional Speech 

Many of the speech style rules in the second or third pass can be turned on or off by 
using the customizable UI or by selecting (or not selecting) one of several options 
presented by MathPlayer in its menu. 
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Turning on and off rules is handled by making the rules conditional upon some 
global value. In the Design Science pattern matcher, “::name” references the “name” 
attribute of the root of the tree. These values can be set by rules or by MathPlayer. An 
example of a rule that can be turned on/off is: 

mfrac ? (::RR_simpleFraction && 

         (name($0)=="mi" || name($0)=="mn") && 

         (name($1)=="mi" || name($1)=="mn") )  => … 

In this rule for the special case of a “simple” fraction, “::RR_simpleFraction’’ acts as 
a flag that can prevent the rule from being applied if it’s value is false. Turning on and 
off a set of rules is handled similarly. For example, a global variable “Is_Simple” can 
be used to turn on and off all special case rules for simple notations: 

mfrac ? (::Is_Simple && ::RR_simpleFraction && 

         (name($0)=="mi" || name($0)=="mn") && 

         (name($1)=="mi" || name($1)=="mn") )  => … 

Verbosity is handled in a similar manner, although the verbosity flag is part of the 
rules in the third pass because that is where the actual words are generated. 

Many mathematical subject areas have specialized notations. Geometry and 
Probability/Statistics are two examples of high school math with notations that have 
specialized ways of being spoken. For example, AB is spoken as “line A B” 
and ( | )P A B  is spoken as “the probability of A given B”. Ideally, MathPlayer would 

detect the subject area and use the appropriate rules, but that is not currently possible. 
Document metadata or attributes on the math element could potentially be used to 
avoid heuristic guesses/artificial intelligence, but for now, it is left to the user to 
enable and disable subject area rules. 

3.6   Automatic Generation of a UI for Customization 

An example of a UI that is generated from speech rules was shown in Figure 2. The 
overall structure of the CUI is generated from a series of rules that are declarative and 
never actually run. There are four sections of declarative rules: 

• a list of global variables and their initial default value; 
• the words to use for each heading (eg, English uses “EXAMPLE”, etc); 
• the words to use for the “Character” tab headings; 
• templates that specify values for the rule name, description of the rule, and 

MathML for an example, along with the tab and heading it is displayed in. 

Here is the template that generates the first example in Figure 2. 

UITemplate => UITemplate{ 

ruleName="Simple Square Root"; 

ruleRef="RR_simpleSquareRoot"; 

tab="Roots"; heading="Square Roots"; 

description="A square root of a number or identifier"; 
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example="<math><msqrt><mi>x</mi></msqrt></math>"; 

}; 

The words used in the “SPEECH STRING” column are derived from UInput nodes 
that are matched in the final pass. The “ruleRef” attribute (eg, "RR_simpleSquareRoot") 
on the UInput node and the UITemplate nodes link the template to the speech string.  

4   Future Work and Conclusions 

An important area where more work is needed in MathPlayer is navigation. 
MathPlayer supports character level navigation of what is spoken. However, more 
advanced navigation techniques would be helpful for larger expressions. Other 
systems such as ASTER, MathSpeak, and MathGenie have taken different approaches 
to navigation. Various techniques such as tree-based navigation were tried in 
MathPlayer, but have not proved popular in limited use testing by “walk-up” users. 
This result differs from what has been reported by others [10]; more frequent users 
may have a different experience. 

The technical work reported here is very important, but just as important is work in 
the realm of standards and legal mandates that build the framework and demand 
needed to spur the development of content. The MathML standard has already been 
mentioned. Another important standard is DAISY, which in 2007 added MathML as 
the encoding to use for math. The National Instructional Materials Accessibility 
Standard (NIMAS) is a subset of DAISY, so it too now uses MathML to encode math.  
All K-12 publishers must submit textbooks in the NIMAS format to a national center. 
The NIMAS requirements combined with the positive results for the Project SMART 
pilot study [8] prompted Pearson, a major textbook publisher, to announce in 2009 
that they will be creating HTMLbooks [11] that include MathML. The long held goal 
of same cost, same time, universally accessible books containing math has almost 
been reached. 
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